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QualDep Models in TSCS 
I. Introduction 

A. TSCS considerations arise for limited/qualitative-dependent-
variable (QualDep) models also… 

B. Non-separability of stochastic from systematic components in 
these models renders the proper address of these considerations 
considerably more complicated. 

C. Methods have been developed for binary, polytomous, censored, 
truncated, ordered, count, duration, etc. models. 

D. Stimson’s Law: You can only solve one hard problem at a time, 
and solving it requires ignoring lots of other problems. 
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II. Binary Dependent-Variable Models 

 
A. Steps of typical, standard procedure for implementing ML: 

1.Distribution of DepVar; Bernouli: { } ( )1Pr( 1,0 ) 1 itit
yy

it it ity p p −= = × −  
2.Model parameters of interest; includes appropriate covariates, X, 
and appropriate functional form (“link function”). For binary (draw): 

a) Sigmoidal (S-Shaped) link, logit: ( ) 1
1p e e

−
= −xβ xβ

 

b) Sigmoidal (S-Shaped) link, probit: ( )p = Φ xβ  
c) Many, many other sigmoidal functions; some useful ones relax 
symmetry, steepest at 0.5, etc. 

3.Ensure—theoretically/substantively, by good/clever specification of 
xβ—or assume (or pray for)—conditional independence of obs, so 
4.Joint likelihood of obs given model & data is product marginals; 
maximize log-likelihood for parameter estimates; -H-1 are vce. 
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B. Binary Models with Unit-Specific Effects 
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1.Fixed-Effect Logit (a.k.a., Conditional Logit): 
a) Chamberlin’s Clever strategy/insight: Conditioning on the number of 

ones, i.e., on 
1

T

it
t

y
=
 , works like fixed-effect transformation for binary; 

i.e., like FE/LSDV, because the FE are conditional means, and, in this 
context, those are probabilities, which are sums of yit=1 (divided by T). 

Formally: 
1

T

it
t

y
=
 is a sufficient statistic for iα . 

 
(1) That is, simple FE is biased in “sigmoidal Hurwicz/Nickell” fashion. 
(2) Implications wider-ranging b/c sigmoidal function non-separability. 
(3) However, bias also like Hurwicz/Nickell in that of order 1/T, meaning 
in long enough TSCS, may not be an issue worth fretting too much. 

(a) I.e., worse than in lin-add-sep case b/c bias not separable from other 
coefficient estimates even in 1st place (before raise induced-bias issues), but 
still of order 1/T, so a small-sample issue of less concern as T grows 
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b) Formally, the likelihood for Chamberlin’s Conditional Logit is: 

 
c) How it works/what it does, is easiest explained & seen in T=2 case: 

 

 
In other words: conditioning on sum of ones, means that we get no information 
(additional, beyond what already conditioned) from units for which sum is 0 or 

sum is T. All the estimation leverage comes from the units with within-unit, 
over-time variation (as also in the linear-additive-and-separable case, actually). 
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Recall Bayes Law: Prob(A|B)=Prob(A∩B)/Pr(B) 

 
But we do get info, b/c there is w/in variation, from units that change: 

 
d) Where 2nd denominator equals 1st denom because the other two 
possible cases (both obs={1,0}) have been discarded (conditioned 
away), and because these are the full set of cases where sum=1. 
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e) Note 1st: Pr(y0=0,y1=1 AND y0+y1) is just Pr(y0=0,y1=1) b/c first 
condition assures the second). 

f) Pr(y0=0,y1=1) = Pr(y0=0)×Pr(y1=1)…because assuming no correlation 
within units, beyond the fixed effects, which we are conditioning… 

g) Rest follows from logit Pr(1)=exb/(1+exb) and Pr(0)=1/(1+exb). 
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h) …is essentially a multinomial-logit form. 
i) The corresponding expression for other sequence is: ( )1 1 2i i ie e e+x β x β x β

. 
j) The likelihood to maximize takes these (rel’ly familiar) MNL forms. 

2.(Quoting Wawro again:) This can be extended to T of arbitrary size, 
but the computations are excessive for T>10. 

a) i.e., number orderings of 0’s & 1’s increases combinatorically in T. 

b) Note: this at least analogous if not identical to the strategy & issues 
in network ERGM’s (Exponential Random Graph Models). 
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3.Testing unite FE in Chamberlain’s Conditional Logit: 
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4.Beck’s Commentary: 

 

 
All of this is qualitatively similar (excuse the pun) to the issues with the 

linear-additive-separable fixed-effects model… 
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This last also points to assumption of no temporal correlation beyond the FE’s… 

...& produces same estimator, for same reason...
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5.Random-Effect Probit: 

a) In probit, conditioning on fixed-effect 
1

T

it
t

y
=
  does not yield a familiar 

simplified expression (like C/FE-Logit’s MNL form). Interestingly, 
though, RE simplifies better/more/more-easily in probit. 

( )
{ }

* 2

* *

 , with ~ 0,

1 if 0 ; 0 if 0
it it i it i

it it it

y N

y y y
αα ε α σ= + +

= > <

x β
 

b) Excluding the RE, we would just apply standard-ML probit, 
multiplying the NT marginal likelihoods to obtain the joint likelihood. 

c)  With random-effects—i.e., with the αi being random variables—the 
joint likelihood is the product N inseparable T-dimensional likelihoods. 

d) Note: this same issue that arises in spatial (& multilevel) QualDep 
models also. The following strategy not work in S(T)AR, though. 

e) That’s very hard (computationally intensive) to integrate. Applicable 
trick here (popularized by Butler & Moffitt, but known before) is to 
condition on  αi, which makes i’s T densities independent: 
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f) This now just a product of 1-dimensional marginals, so more feasible, 
but to get there, integrate over the αi, so still some intense. xtprobit, 
much slower than probit, exponentially so in T. T>10? impractical. 

g) As usual, the REs must be assumed independent of x’s. Wawro 
AJPS (2001) discusses a correlated-RE logit. It makes some odd/strong 
assumptions of its own (analogous to the Hausman-Taylor assumptions 
for mixed RE-FE in lin-add-sep), of course, & is very hard to estimate. 
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Wawro offers a fuller discussion: (explain the nifty q trick for probit) 
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h) First, express the joint as conditionals times marginal (Bayes Law): 

 
i) Then integrate over the αi: 
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j) Now, write the univariate normals in the product & express as g(αi): 

 
k) Then we can change some notation and rearrange and get this into 
the form the computer actually uses to search for parameter estimates: 
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Wawro’s Commentary: 
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C. Binary Models with Unit-Specific Effects 

 

(a simple, if perhaps kludgy stratagem)

Notice the temp-dynamic nuisance language…
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i.e., 1-prob(survive)

If right about cloglog v. 
logit close up to 50%, 
then can always work 

since if >50, just reverse 
definition 1 vs 0. 
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…part of 
why… 

but this not 
autoreg, so 

no 
dynamics
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Note: BKT time-dependence in BTSCS by time dummy/splines is a kludge… 

Note: BKT splines for BTSCS account time-dependence, but not auto-correlation: they’re 
a nuisance fix… 
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Others are doable, though. Like spatial-probit, except somewhat easier estimate because W for time, our V, is 

lower-triangular. 
Also, alternative kludge, due Signorino & Carter (2010), is a polynomial of the time- counter. At least as easy; 

more efficient & generally seems work better than the BKT dummy spline. 

Or FHS (2010) for MCMC or RIS, & extend to S or ST. 


